
 

 

Acceptable Use Guidelines 

Specifically for delivering and accessing remote learning during  

school closures or isolation periods – January 2021 

All online activity will be conducted to the same safeguarding standards and behaviour 

expectations as you would see in the classroom at St Benet’s RC Primary School, Ouston 

Lessons should be hosted by the teacher in a safe, secure and controlled online 

environment using our remote learning platform, DB Primary or the video conferencing 

facility, Zoom.  

Here are the guidelines for pupils and parents: 

 

 Guidelines for Online Learning: Pupils 

Whilst accessing DB Primary or using Zoom for PSHE/ well-being catch up sessions, we 

expect all of our children to follow the guidelines below: 

• You should behave online as you would behave in class. 

 

• Where possible, you should sit at a table/desk and we should only see your head and 

shoulders. 

 

• On DB Primary, you should not change your name. 

 

• Please ensure you are only uploading your work to DB Primary – selfies or photos 

unrelated to school work, are not appropriate. 

• You should not seek to disrupt or distract either your own learning or those of others 

with inappropriate use of the digital tools.   

• If you feel uncomfortable or feel that anything inappropriate has happened in the 

virtual environment you should contact your class teacher or use the golden whistle 

on DB Primary to report something inappropriate.  

• You should only end the Zoom call when the teacher tells you it has finished.   

• You should not have a mobile phone with you when the Zoom lesson is taking place 

(unless you are using it to access the Zoom platform) 

• You should take part in a Zoom lesson or upload videos to DB Primary in a room 

other than your bedroom: dining room, kitchen, office, each are more appropriate.   

• You must not take photos or screen shots at any point in the Zoom lesson.  



 

 

• All work uploaded to DB Primary should be your own.   

• You should stay focused and quiet when involved in a Zoom call.    

 

 

Guidelines for Online Learning: Parents 

Parents can play a vital role in supporting their children during this period.   

Our advice would be:   

• Keep in regular contact with school by ensuring you access updates via the school 

newsletter, text messages, information on class pages on DB Primary etc.  

• Get to know your child’s working pattern, and check when Zoom sessions are 

occurring.  

• On a Zoom call, please ensure that your child is following the guidelines above and 

following the behavioural expectations 

• In Zoom catch up sessions, please ensure that you leave your child alone with their 

class (unless you are in Nursery and Reception and your child requires some 

support). The Zoom sessions are for children only and parents should not take part 

unless they are asked to become involved.  

• Photos of the laptop/iPad screen should not take place during the Zoom call. This is 

extremely important as some parents have not given permission for their child to be 

included in photographs.  

• Check that work being set by teachers is uploaded to DB Primary (for any problems 

with this, please visit http://www.st-benets.durham.sch.uk/wp-

content/uploads/sites/23/2021/01/How-to-upload-work-on-Db-Primary-Jan-

2021.pdf  

• Make sure that your child dresses appropriately for any Zoom calls. 

 

 

 

Thank you for your support in ensuring our children’s safety during this period of remote 

learning. 
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